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Cree Whelshula (enrolled member of the Coeur d’Alene Tribe; raised Colville)
is the Training and Technical Assistance (TTA) Director for the Native
Language Community Coordination (NLCC) Center. She serves as in-house
expert on native language revitalization efforts, second language acquisition,
and best teaching practices.
Cree utilizes her diverse experience in mentor- apprentice, immersion, early
childhood development, and administrative partnerships to support the
needs of the NLCC cohort in various capacities.
Cree Whelshula has been around language her whole life. At the age of
seven, she began learning in a formal capacity with Elder Fluent Speakers of
nslxcin (Okanogan Salish). These Elder Fluent Speakers traveled to her school
in Inchelium, Washington, on the Colville Indian Reservation, to deliver
language lessons to her class. Her parents were second language learners
and teachers as well.
Cree’s first job at the age of 15 was developing labels in nslxcin for Head Start
classrooms, and has worked exclusively in language ever since in positions
such as: Teacher Trainee, Immersion Teacher, University Instructor, Head Start
Teacher, Curriculum Developer, and Program Manager.
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Creator

Light our way

So we can see our path

Fix our hearts this day

So that we will go in a good way
Give us wisdom

So that we do not forget

Give us strength

So that we can always be careful
From all that is bad

Let it be so

Webinar Goal and ObjecBves
The goal of this webinar is to cover language
development.
As a result of this webinar, the participants will be
able to describe, in terms of language
development,
•Where children are at various ages and stages,
•What beginner to advanced early childhood
second language acquisition might look like, and
•Explore assessment methodologies.

Webinar Summary
Early childhood second-language assessments
can be challenging.
•Young children are still trying to master their
first language, so how does one assess their
second language and determine a level of
proficiency?
•In addition, young children cannot read or
write, so paper tests are eliminated from
assessment methods.

Areas of Language Assessment
•Comprehension (recep_ve)
•Speech (expressive)
•Reading
•WriYng
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Language Development Begins in Utero
•In 2017, the University of Kansas uYlized a fetal
biomagnetometer by placing it over the
mother’s abdomen and monitoring fetal heart
rate.
•Fetus’ carried by English-speaking American
mothers exposed to Japanese speech in utero
experienced a change in heart rate.

“The fetal heart rates changed when they heard the
unfamiliar, rhythmically disYnct language (Japanese)
a`er having heard a passage of English speech, while
their heart rates did not change when they were
presented with a second passage of English instead of
a passage in Japanese” (University of Kansas).

The First 6 Months
•Babies will babble using the sounds in all of
the languages in the world (Voss).
•A child, however, will learn to talk using only
the sounds and words he or she picks up
from his or her environment (Voss).
•A child will discard the ability to speak in
languages he or she does not hear (Voss).
•At this time, infants will start to show
preference for the sounds of their native
language (Purves).

6-12 Months
While the first 6 months of an infants life they
can hear the sounds in all the languages of the
world, somewhere between 6-12 months they
begin to lose that ability (Babbler).

Use it or lose it - Pruning
•As an infant’s brain develops, it begins to
prune synaptic connections that it does not
use, and it strengthens connections that it
does use (Multilingual).
•Approximately 6,000 phonemes exist worldwide. Pruning allows the child to understand
more clearly the phonemes in their own
language(s): Approximately 30-60 vs 6,000
(Multilingual).

ObjecBves for Language Development
•Birth to 1 year
•1-2 years old
•2-3 years old
•3-4 years old
•4-5 years old
•5-6 years old

Birth to 1 year
Comprehension / Receptive

• Shows interest in the speech of others.
• Responds to own name.
• Follows Directions

• Responds to simple requests accompanies by gestures or
tone of voice.
• Waves, blows kisses, covers eyes for peek-a-boo, hands
over requested items to adult.

Speech / Expressive

• Babbles in single consonant sounds and combines
sounds.
• Ba-ba, mmm, etc.
• Babbles in sentence-like intonations.

• Vocalizes and gestures to communicate.
• Coos or squeals when happy
• Uses hand gestures to sign “more”

Birth to 1 year
Engages in Conversation

• Shakes head for no
• Waves bye
• Responds to speech by looking toward speaker
• Coos at adult who is baby talking to them, adult
mimics baby’s coos, and baby coos again.
• Watches for signs of being understood

1 month to 11.5 months
Engages in Conversa_on
& Speech:
- coos at adult talking.
- Responds to speech by
looking toward speaker
- babbles in single consonant
sounds.
Comprehension:
-shows interest in
speech of others.

Speech:
-Uses some words and
word-like sounds.
Engages in Conversation:
- Responds to speech by
looking toward speaker.

1-2 years old
Comprehension / Receptive
• Follows simple requests.

• Throws trash in bin when asked.

• Identifies familiar people, animals, and objects when
prompted.

• Picks up cup when asked “where’s your cup?”
• Touches body parts when singing “head, shoulders, knees, and
toes”.

Speech / Expressive

• Names familiar people, animals, and objects.
• Uses words and word-like sounds understood by most
familiar people.
• Makes simple statements about recent events and
familiar people and objects that are not present.
• Uses one or two word sentences.

• “juice” to indicate “I want some juice”, or “daddy go” when dad
leaves the house or childcare.

1- 2 years Old
Engages in Conversation

• Initiates and attends to brief conversations.

• Points to and says word of object or animal and looks
at adult for response.

• Uses appropriate eye contact, pauses, and simple
verbal prompts when communicating.
• Pays attention to speaker.
• Pauses after asking a question to wait for response.

Example
Speech/ Expressive:
• Names familiar people, animals,
objects.
• Micki Mouse
• Uses one or two word sentences.
• Mouse
• Uh-oh
• Micki Mouse
• Uses words and word-like sounds
understood by most familiar people.
• Muhs for “mice”
• Muh-muhs for “micky mouse”
Engages in Conversa_on:
• IniYates and ahends to brief
conversaYon.
• Points at TV, says “muh-muhs”,
looks at mom, turns back to TV.

How to Document
•OneNote Example

2-3 years old
Comprehension / Receptive

• Identifies familiar objects (by touching, pointing,
looking, or moving towards)
• Follows directions

• Is able to follow directions with more than one step that
relate to familiar experiences.

Speech / Expressive

• Names familiar people, objects, animals.
• Uses words and word-like sounds and is understood
by most familiar people.
• May use three-to-four word sentences; may omit some
words or use some words incorrectly.

• Tells simple stories about objects, events, and people
not present; lacks many details.

2-3 years old
Engages in Conversation

• Initiates and attends to brief conversations.

• Points to and says word of object or animal and looks
at adult for response.

• Uses appropriate eye contact, pauses, and simple
verbal prompts when communicating.
• Pays attention to speaker.
• Pauses after asking a question to wait for response.

3-5 years old
Comprehension / RecepYve

• Follows direcYons of two or more steps that relate to
familiar objects and experiences.
• Responds appropriately to speciﬁc vocabulary and
simple statements, quesYons, and stories.
• Listens to a friend talk about a cut ﬁnger, then goes to the
dramaYc play area for a band-aid.

Speech/ Expressive

• Describes and tells the use of familiar items.
• I understood by most people; may mispronounce
new, long, or unusual words.
• Uses complete, four-to-six word sentences.
• Tells stories about another Yme or place; contains
logical order and includes major detail.

3-5 years old
Engages in ConversaYon

• Engages in conversaYons of at least three
exchanges
• Stays on topic during conversaYon.
• Maintains conversaYon by asking quesYons or
repeaYng what other person said.

• Uses acceptable social rules while communicaYng
with others; may need reminders.
• Takes turn in conversaYon; may interrupt.
• Regulates volume of voice.

Example
Speech/ Expressive:
• Names familiar people
• “I just said it at Nkweneem
(brother).”
• Uses words and word-like sounds and is
understood by most familiar people.
• May use three-to-four word
sentences; may omit some words or
use some words incorrectly. “I didn’t
heard him”
Engages in Conversation:
• Uses appropriate eye contact, pauses, and
simple verbal prompts when
communicating.
• Pays attention to speaker
• Pauses and waits for response

5-6 years old
Comprehension/ Receptive

• Responds appropriately to complex statements,
questions, vocabulary, and stories.
• Follows detailed, instructional, multistep directions.

Speech/ Expressive

• Incorporates new, less familiar or technical words in
every day conversation.
• Pronounces multisyllabic or unusual words correctly.
• Uses long, complex sentences and follows most
grammatical rules.
• Tells elaborate stories that refer to another time or
place.

5-6 years old
Engages in ConversaYon

• Engages in lengthy complex conversaYons of ﬁve
or more exchanges.
• Extends conversaYon by moving gradually from one
topic to a related topic.

• Uses acceptable language and social rules during
communicaYon with others.
• Uses so`er voice in library and louder voice on
playground.

Example Assessment (3-5 year old)
•Theme or Unit

• Example: Beach/Shore Theme (PNW interior)
Vocabulary: Environment
• Bush
• Tree
• Grass
• Water
• Shore
• Rock

Vocabulary: Animals
• Frog
• Turtle
• Water snake
• Fish
• Eel
• Crayﬁsh
• Muskrat
• Deer

Assessing Receptive (3-5 year old)
Comprehends Language
“k’aʔkín iʔ‿ʔar̓síkʷ”? (where is the turtle).
qChild points to correct image with ease.
qChild points to correct image with considerable
eﬀort or some adult prompYng.
qChild points to wrong image ________.
qChild does not make ahempt.
“k’aʔkín iʔ‿siwłkʷ?” (where is the water).
qChild points to correct image with ease.
qChild points to correct image with considerable
eﬀort or some adult prompYng.
qChild points to wrong image ________.
qChild does not make ahempt.

Illustration made with storyboardthat.com

Assessing RecepBve (3-5 year old)
Follows Direc_ons
“tqant iʔ‿skNaʔwílx ixí uł tqant
aʔ‿cɣip.”(touch the water snake and then
touch the tree).
q Child touches both images correctly and
in the correct order.
q Child touches correct images, but
incorrect order.
q Child touches correct images in second
ahempt with some help from adult.
q Child touches incorrect images.
q Child does not make ahempt.

Illustration made with storyboardthat.com

Assessing Speaking / Expressive (3-5 year old)
Uses expanding vocabulary
s_m̓ axáʔ? *poin_ng to ﬁsh*
q Child names the word correctly.
q Child names the word with some help
from adult.
q Child incorrectly names the word.
q Child does not ahempt to name the
word.
s_m̓ axáʔ? *poin_ng to eel*
q Child names the word correctly.
q Child names the word with some help
from adult.
q Child incorrectly names the word.
q Child does not ahempt to name the
word.

IllustraYon made with storyboardthat.com

Assessing Speaking / Expressive (3-5 year old)
Uses complete sentences (3 to 6 words)
kNaʔkín kaʔ‿cwix iʔ‿kʷutwn? (where
does the eel live?)
q Child responded in full sentences of 3
or more words.
q Child responded in full sentence, but
needed prompYng from adult.
q Child gave 2 word response.
q Child gave 1 word response.
q Child was unable to give response.
Child’s
response:______________________

Illustration made with storyboardthat.com

s_m̓ nixʷ aʔ‿cwikstxʷ alá? (what else do
you see here?)
q Child responded in full sentences of 3
or more words.
q Child responded in full sentence, but
needed prompYng from adult.
q Child gave 2 word response
q Child gave 1 word response
q Child was unable to give response.
Child’s
response:______________________

Assessing Speaking / Expressive (3-5 year old)
Tells about another _me, place, or person
not present.
s_m̓ nixʷ kaʔ‿cwix iʔ‿l‿siwłkʷ? (what
else lives in the water?)
q Child talks about other animals or
wildlife that live in the water.
q Child talked about other animals or
wildlife with prompYng from teacher.
q Child talked only about animals/wildlife
they could see in the picture.
q Child was unable to respond.
Animals/wildlife student
named:_____________________________

Illustration made with storyboardthat.com

Assessing ConversaBon (3-5 year old)
Engages in conversation of at least 3
exchanges.
Teacher asks who, what, where, or why
quesYon about the image and keeps
conversaYon going unYl child stops.
q Child engaged in conversaYon of at least
3 exchanges
q Child engaged in conversaYon with 2
exchanges
q Child engaged in conversaYon with 1
exchange
q Child was unable to engage in
conversaYon

IllustraYon made with storyboardthat.com

Station Checklist
Dramatic Play Area – October 2019
Receptive
stove
sink
cabinet
plate
cup
bowl
refrigerator
table
chairs
spoon
fork
food
mop
broom
rag
pail
baby dolls
dress
shirt
pants
apron
stroller
mirror
blanket

Cubby Area – October 2019
Expressive

Little Bobbie 10/3

Little Susie 10/17

Receptive

Expressive

Shoes

Little Timmy 10/2

Bag/pack
Coat
Clothes
Socks
Paper
Toys
Mittens

Little Annie 10/21
Little Timmy 10/15

Recorded Interview
Conversation Starter
Question #1

Conversa_on Start Ques_on
#2

•Do you like coloring
or painting better?

•What is the best
thing about today?

Anecdotal Notes
*In the car at stop light and stop
light turns green.*
Me: “xʷuyx! xʷuyx!”
*Car in front of me starts moving*
Nkʷnim: “You say xʷuy and that
car xʷuy”
o íyaʔms
Me: “mhmmm kʷu kəo kn
Nkʷnim: “yeah that car hear you”
o íyaʔmntxʷ?”
Me: “ha kʷu kəo kn
Nkʷnim: “I am not a car”

Age : 4
Date: 01/9/15
Comprehension

Production

Notes

xʷuy (to go)

xʷuy

Hears it and makes statement
based off comprehension using
the word.

koəkoníyaʔ (listen)

responds in English “yeah that
car hear you”

ha (question
marker)

Understands I am asking a
question based on response.

kʷu (me-obj.)

Understands I am making a
statement about me based on
response of “that car hear you”

-xʷ (you- subj.)

Understands I asked a question
about him based on his
response of “I am not a car”

Other Observa_ons: He can maintain and follow simple conversaYon,
but he stays primarily in English. I think he could produce simple
sentences like “lut kn t̓ koəkoníyaʔ” (I don’t listen) with further prompYng.
Responds appropriately to speciﬁc vocabulary and simple statements,
quesYons, and stories. He iniYated the conversaYon and stayed on
topic with 4 exchanges.

Expressive Vocabulary by Age
•Children typically do not speak their first
word until 12 months.
•18 months: Can typically use around 50
words. No less than 10-20.
•24 months: 200-300 words. No less than 50
•3 years: 500-1,000 words
•5-7 years: 3,000-5,000 words
(ChildTalk)

Variation Example
•Cumulative vocabulary (Age 4)

• Children from professional families 1100 words
• Children from working class families 700 words
• Children from welfare families 500 words

Age

Emerging

Basic

Intermediate

Advanced

3-4 years

1-125

125-150

150-500

500-1,000+
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Recommendations
For children, assessments are best done one on
one.
•Immersion Nests & Schools

• Video documentation with notes
• Vocabulary inventory collected throughout the year.
(utilizing checklist at stations or areas)
• If working on units/lessons, can do picture card
assessments as previous example.
• Recorded interview

•Language Classes / Lessons

• Pre-made images or realia that are scripted with
premade checkmarks such as previous example.

Tips
•Many children in immersion or language
classes will by default respond in English.

• If child responds in English, you can ask them to
say it in the language. OR
• You can ask them “what?” in your language and
pretend like you don’t understand the English.

•Praise their eﬀort, not their answers.

• Avoid staYng if their answers are correct or
incorrect.

List of Conversation Starters
• Do you have any pets? What kind do you have?
• What is your favorite toy?
• What did you do last night?
• What learning center do you like the best? Why?
• What is your favorite book?
• Do you like the water table or sand table better? Why?
• Who brought you to school/daycare today? What do you like best about them?
• Who are the people you live with?
• What is your favorite food to have as a snack?
• Do you like coloring or painting better?
• What is the best thing about today?
• What do you want to be when you grow up?
• If you could paint our classroom, what color paint would you choose?
• How do you feel today?
• Describe someone in this room using three words.
• What is your favorite thing to do at school/daycare?
• What is something that makes you happy?
• Would you rather play inside or play outside all day?
• If you could have any super power, what would it be?
• What does your bedroom look like?
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